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1. BACKGROUND AND EXAMPLES 
In this paper, we construct two examples of affme PI-algebras which 
cannot be embedded in any matrix ring over a commutative ring; the first of 
these provides a negative answer to a question of Procesi. To place the 
question in context, let us review some of the background. 
The most natural examples of PI-algebras are matrix rings over 
commutative rings and their subalgebras. That not all PI-algebras have this 
form is an old result: the exterior algebra of an infinite-dimensional vector 
space over a characteristic 0 field is such an example, satisfying the identity 
[x[ y, z]] = 0 but no standard identity. Bergman has even constructed a finite 
ring which does not embed in matrices [I]. The problem then arises of 
finding sufficient conditions for a PI-algebra to embed in a matrix ring over 
a commutative ring. 
Let us restrict to algebras E finitely-generated over a field K which satisfy 
the identities of (n x n)-matrices over K (or K if K is finite) for some ~1. 
Procesi observes [3, pp. 103-1041 that for E to embed in the matrix ring 
M,(C) with C commutative, E must have a nilpotent Jacobson radical and 
satisfy the ascending chain condition on left and right annihilator ideals. He 
asks whether these conditions imply that E embeds in some M,(C). 
Examples of Small show that the condition on annihilator ideals cannot be 
omitted-he constructs affrne algebras satisfying (4 x 4)-matrix identities, 
with nilpotent radical, which have an infinite proper’ascending chain of right 
annihilator ideals and do not embed in any M,(C) [S, 61. Our first example 
shows that the additional assumption of a.c.c. on annihilators is still not 
enough. 
Given a field K, let A be the algebra generated over K by x and y, subject 
to the relations 
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2 = 0, 
yxy = 0, 
xy”i,y = 0, n,E T, 
where T is an increasing sequence of positive integers. 
THEOREM 1. (i) A has Jacobson radical J= (.x) with J3 = (0) and 
A/J= K[y]. 
(ii) A satisfies all identities of (n x n)-matrices for some t?. 
(iii) A has polynomially bounded growth of degree i. 
(iv) For certain sequences T. the algebra A satisfies a.c.c. OR left and 
right annihilator ideals, but has proper chains of left (right) armihilator 
ideals of arbitrarqr Jinite length. 
(v) For such T, the algebra A cannot be embedded in (m x m)- 
matrices over a commutative ring, for any m. 
(vi) Condition (iv) holds if T satisjes the following condition: For an>’ 
r > 0 and i= r(r - I)/2 + I, j= r(r + 1)/2, the subsequence 
forms an arithmetic progression, with 
njt2 -nj+l > nj-f~j-,: 
nj+l 
-nj>nj. 
Note. The condition of (vi) essentially means that T is built by writing 
down a sequence of arithmetic progressions, each a step longer than the 
preceding one and with a larger difference, so that the distance between 
successive progressions is larger than any entry in the earlier progression. 
For instance, T could begin with 
I; 3,6; 20,30,40; 100,200,300,400; 1000 ,..., 5000; . . . . 
As noted, A answers Procesi’s question negatively, since it satisfies all his 
conditions but does not embed. In fact, its non-embeddability really suggests 
that Procesi’s question should be sharpened. To see how, let us observe why 
A is not embeddable. If an affine algebra E embeds in &f,(C), then it does so 
for a noetherian C, which is why E must satisfy a.c.c. on left and right 
annihilator ideals. But going one step further, we may embed the noetherian 
ring C in an artinian ring 14, 3.141, so that E now lies in an artinian ring. 
This yields a finite bound on the length of proper chains of left and right 
annihilator ideals in E. The fact that the example A has no such bound 
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implies that it embeds in no M,(C), and also suggests that Procesi’s question 
should be rephrased to include the stronger assumption that proper chains of 
annihilator ideals have bounded lenght. 
We now turn to the second example. Let B be generated over the field K 
by x and y, subject to the relations 
x2 =o, 
yxy = x. 
THEOREM 2. (i) B has Jacobson radical J= (x) with J’ = (0) and 
B/J=K[y]. 
(ii) B satisfies all identities of (n x n)-matrices for some n. 
(iii) B has polynomially bounded growth of degree 1. 
(iv) B has an infinite proper ascending chain of left (right) annihilator 
ideals. 
(v) B cannot be embedded in (m x m)-matrices over a commutative 
ring, for any m. 
(vi) B has Krull d imension 1 (in the sense of Gabriel-fientschler) and 
Goldie rank 1. In fact, B has a non-zero socle, spanned by xy~. 
This example, with its two-sided finiteness conditions and simple 
description, should be contrasted with Small’s examples. They are 
homomorphic images of upper triangular matrix rings and have little 
finiteness on the left side, being in particular of infinite left Goldie rank. 
However, that Small’s examples satisfy all identities of (n X n)-matrices is 
transparent, whereas the verification for B (and A) depends on a theorem of 
Lewin. 
2. PROOFS 
We first prove Theorem 1. The monomials { y’} U {xyj) U ( ykx} U (xy’x) 
form a basis for A, from which we see that the growth is linear. Note also 
that the elements ,uy’x all lie in, and span, the center. 
The properties of J are clear, and (ii) follows by a theorem of Lewin 
[2, Theorem lo]. We assume from now on that T is chosen as in (vi). Then 
(v) will follow from (iv), as indicated in the discussion following Theorem 1. 
Thus it remains only to prove (iv). 
First we exhibit proper chains of annihilator ideals of arbitrary length. Let 
nj?.-, nick be a non-extendable arithmetic progression in T, with difference d, 
and for 0 <j < k, let Ij be the left ideal generated by 
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Then ytdx E r.ann.(Ij) for precisely the values of E with 0 f I < k-j. Thus 
we obtain a proper chain of annihilator ideals of length k. 
To verify the a.c.c. on annihilator ideals, we prove two lemmas. 
LEMhlA 1. Let I be an annihilator left ideal and J an annihilator ight 
ideal with I = l.ann(J) and J = r.ann(I). Then one of the following holds: 
(a) I=AxtAy,J=xyA, 
(b) I=Ayx, J=xA +yA, 
(c) I=AyxtxU, J= VxtxyA, where U. VcK[y] andxWx=O. 
Proof. Let p and CJ be elements of A, written as 
P = p,(y) -t xp*(y) + P3(Y) x -t xp4(?‘) x7 
4 = 41(Y) + %72(Y) + 93(Y) x + W,(Y) x* 
We may assume that p3(y) and q2(y) have 0 as their constant term. Suppose 
pq = 0, and note that in this case neither p nor q can have a non-zero 
constant term, so p lies in Ax f Ay and 4 lies in XA + @. Also, since 
(AX t Ay) xy = 0 = yx(xA + 4~4) we see that Ax + AL’ and XA + ~4 are the 
unique maximal left and right annihilator ideals, and every left or right 
annihilator ideal contains Ayx or XJC~, respectively. 
We now consider r.ann.(p) for the various forms of p. Recall that we are 
assuming ~~(4)) and pJ( JJ) have 0 constant term. 
Case 1. l-50) = PLY) = 0; i.e., p E AJX. In this case, as observed, 
r.ann.(p) = .uA t JG~. 
Case 2. pi(y) f0. This forces p,(y)q,(p)=O, so q,(r) =O. Also, no 
other terms can cancel with p1 (y) q3( y) x1 so we must have q3(yf = 0. Thus 
q E XJV~ and r.ann.(p) = xyA. 
Case 3. p[ = 0, pz # 0. Since pxyA = (0), we know p(xq,(y) + 
xq,( y) x) = 0, so 
p(q,(y) f q3(y) x) = 0. 
This implies that xp,(y) qL(y) = 0, so ql(y) = 0. We find that pq = 0 if and 
only if ,upz( -v) q3( y) x = 0. Thus 
r.ann.(p)=xyAO {q3(4’)x/xp2(yjq3(4’)x=O~~ 
The lemma now follows. 1 
The next lemma is the key to the proof, and the reason for our choice of 
T. 
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LEMMA 2. Let I, J be one-sided ideals as in Lemma I(c), and assume 
that U and V each has polynomials of two distinct degrees. Then U arzd V 
are jXte-dimensional. 
Proo$ Let p,(y) and p2( y) be elements of U of degree a, < a2 and q,(y), 
qz( y) elements of V of degree b, < 6,. By assumption, xp,(y) qj( y) x = 0 for 
i, j = 1, 2, and so the highest degree term is 
XJ’ Oi+ bjx = 0. 
Thus T contains the four integers {ai + bj ( i, j = l? 2). We claim that they lie 
in one of the arithmetic progressions of T. If this is the case, then fixing p, 
and q1 while changing p2 and q2, we always remain in the same arithmetic 
progression. Thus, the degrees of polynomials in U and V are bounded, 
proving the lemma. 
To check the claim, note that 
(a, + b2) - (a, + b,) = (a? + b,) - (a, + b, j, 
but a, + b, $ a, + b,, a, + b, p a, + b,. Thus we have at least three distinct 
terms of T, of which two distinct pairs have the same difference. Ifone pair 
lies in an arithmetic progression, the other clearly must be in the same 
progression. But if neither pair lies in a progression, the choice of T ensures 
that the differences cannot be the same. Tq be explicit, consider elements 
c1 < c, < cj < c, in T, no two in an arithmetic progression. The construction 
of T ensures that for any i < 3, the number cj - ci is larger than the largest 
term in T before the arithmetic progression containing c4. Thus c4 - ci is 
certainly greater than any cj - ck, for k <j < 3. 1 
The two lemmas now easily imply that A satisfies a.c.c. on annihilator 
ideals. Given a proper ascending chain of left annihilator ideals, it has the 
form {I, = Ayx + xU,} with U, c U, c ..a . If all the elements in each Ui 
have the same degree, the chain can only have finite length. Alternatively, 
some U,, contains polynomials of distinct degree. But then the corresponding 
V,l, where r.ann.(r,) = xyA + Vix, is finite-dimensional, and the descending 
chain of right annihilators stops after a finite number of steps. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now prove Theorem 2. Let us note that one consequence of the 
relations for B is that 
yaxyb = y” - b, a>b 
= q-a, a < b. 
From this, it is easy to see that (x)’ = 0, and properties (i)--(iii), (v) now 
follow exactly as they did for A above. To verify (iv), let I, be the left ideal 
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generated by {xy’ j i < n}. Then for m > n, the element xym lies in r.ann(l,), 
but xy”- ’ does not. Thus we obtain a proper infinite descending chain of 
annihilator ight ideals. 
It remains to verify (vi), which we split into two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Eveq) non-zero right ideal of B contains xyx. 
Proof. Observe that it suffices to prove that any right ideal Jf 0 
contains some xq(y) 2, where q(y) $; 0 and E = 0 or 1. For then, if q(y) = 
an-v’ + ... + a, with a, # 0, we find that J contains 
Let p =p,(y) + xp2(y) +pj(y)x + xp,(y)x be a non-zero element of B. 
with the constant term of p,(y) set equal to 0 (if it is non-zero, shift it to 
p3(y)). Let di be the degree of p,(y). We will show in all cases that pB 
contains xyx. 
Case 1, p, # 0. Choose n > d, , d,. Then 
pxy” =p,(y) xy” + xpup,(yj xy”. 
But xy’xy” = 0 for i ,< n, so xp2(y) x~v” = 0. Thus pxy” =pi(y) xy”. Write 
pl(y) = C bi y’. Then 
a non-zero element of the desired type. 
Case 2. p, = 0, pZ # 0 or p3 # 0. Choose n > d,, d,. Then 
xp,(y) xy’ = 0, so that 
py” = xpup,( 4’) y” + p3(y) xyn. 
This is a non-zero element of xK[y]. For, either pZ(y) or p3(y) = 0 and it is 
clear, or pZ(y)p3(yj # 0 and p3( y) xy” contributes a non-trivial term of J’- 
degree !I - d, . But in the second situation, every non-trivial term of 
xpZ( y) y” has y-degree at least n + 1, and so cannot cancel with p3(y) xy”. 
Case 3. p = xp4(y) x. This case has already been treated. 1 
We must still prove that B has Krull dimension 1. Since B/(x) z K( y], 
there is a natural right B-module structure on K[ y], in which x acts as 0. Let 
us denote the resulting B-module as N. In addition, the space M spanned by 
(xy’x j i > 01 is a B-module of a simple form. We now state the final 
property of B. 
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LEMMA 4. B has a chain of right ideals 0 c I, c I, c I, c B such that 
(i) B/I, c 12, 
(ii) 1J1, z N, I, = it4, 
(iii) M is artinian and N is critical of Krull dimension 1. 
Remark. Thus B has a filtration whose successive quotients are A4, N, 
M, N, of Krull dimension 0 and 1, implying that B has Krull dimension 1. 
By symmetry, the same is true on the left side. 
ProoJ Let 
I, = A4 = span{xy’x}, 
I, = XB = I, + span{xy’ ]i > O), 
I,=I,+span(y’x]i>l}. 
Note then that B = I3 + span ( y’). From this we see that B/I2 = I,. Given 
any right ideal I of B, the set {p(y) E K[ y] ] xp( y) E I) is an ideal of K[ y]. 
This makes it clear that 1*/1, g N. 
We need only show that M is artinian. In fact, we claim that any right 
ideal If M is finite-dimensional verK. If not, then I contains elements of 
unbounded y-degree. But 
(go aixYix) Y = $ aiXYi-1X9 
so that I must contain elements of y-degree II for every n. It follows induc- 
tively that xy”x E I for all n and I = M. I 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Let us note that one can easily 
obtain from Lemma 4 a complete description fthe right ideals of B. 
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